
When submitting content that falls within these categories: (1) be sure to give
your piece/work a title or headline (something to catch reader's attention). (2)
Write the first and last name(s) of everyone who worked on the piece and
their school(s) below the title. (3) Place the body of your work below the
name(s) and make sure it reads how you intended (proofread). (4) We strongly
encourage using 1 image/photo to accompany your piece. You'll need to cite
and give credit to the creator (photo by: James Smith of TEEN VIBE), or the
source where the image is from. (5) Do your best to make a genuine
connection with your readers and lead them to new ideas, possibilities, and/or
conversations. (6) Provide us basic instructions for how you'd like your piece to
look in the newsletter, a basic theme like cooking, music or a color for
example. This helps the designers make your piece stand out. (7) Email your
work to TEEN VIBE's and write "Written Work" in the subject line. 

All content summitted to TEEN VIBE for publication will be checked for
plagiarism and appropriateness and may be returned for revisions if needed.

If you are submitting content that falls within these categories, without a
written piece to go with it: (1) name your file(s) in order (John1, John2, John3)
and attach the files to your e-mail going to TEEN VIBE. (2) In the subject line
of your e-mail, put the words "Digital Work" so we know their should be
attachments or links. (3) In the body of your e-mail, put your first and last
name and the name of your school/town. If you prefer to use an alias, please
let us know that name as well. (4) If the content you'd like to share is already
uploaded online, please share the link(s) in your e-mail. We can also upload
some content like music and short clips, just attach your content in your e-
mail. (5) Be sure to write captions for your images to help express what's
being shown. Each photo can have its own caption. (6) Send e-mail and we
will review your work for publication.

How to submit your content to TEEN VIBE?

Articles
Poems
Reviews
Reports
Interviews

When submitting work for publication in TEEN VIBE, please follow these guidelines below:
E-mail content to: teenvibect@gmail.com 

Photos
Videos
Music
Recordings

Be seen!Be heard!

Content categories

Surveys
Games
Ads

If you have interesting content or information you'd like to have published in
TEEN VIBE: (1) Please make sure to attach the content you wish to share in
an e-mail addressed to TEEN VIBE. (2) Put your name or the name of the
organization that is sharing the content along with important details. (3) Put
the words "Teen Content" in the subject line and send it to us for review and
publication. We will send a n e-mail confirmation once reviewed. 


